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Appendix: Worksheets, Chapters 2 and 3

2.
SKY Tracks & Stations
Background and additional Informations

Sky Station
The problem:
Stations on level + 1 can appear too massive
in the existing, evolved settlement image.
Residents defend themselves against the “20
meter monster” over their street. It takes the
light in front of them and in their houses,
underneath it is dark and felt hostile to life.
It is one of the reasons why tra c on level +1
has been rejected so far.
A solution:
Sky stations can be set up in the street area.
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Sky vehicles are lowered to street level via the bus stop or by means of a lowering
mechanism. (Simulation with Skyway Unibus)

Sky- Tracks and Stations
Worksheet

Typ 1a + 1b . With side platforms or central platform.
This type of station does not t into every environment.

Stations in their own buildings

Stations above highways

Stations in city-area
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Bildquellen: The Monorail Society, History in Pictures, FB-Personal Rapid Transit Systems, SkyWay, Skytran, Vectus, Metrino,
Swedish Institute for Transport and Communication Analysis, j-pods, beemcar, SMT, Ottobahn, Morgantown PRT

Sky- Tracks and Stations
Worksheet

Typ 2a + 2b. Station, de ected.
They are set up in buildings on the street, in development gaps, or even above street crossings,
the existing clearance can be largely preserved.
The tracks are as far away from the buildings as possible. At the stations they swivel sideways to
the stations. Another option is to turn o the through tracks with switches to the stations.
Switches or corresponding connections between the main tracks should be available at certain
intervals for exible distribution of the vehicles.
Examples:

Terminal of the monorail in Seattle. The
chassis beam can be seen in front of the
facade, the platform is integrated in the
building.

Pods are lowered to
street level with a lift.

Study of a suspension railway station
over a street crossing.

Waiting area at ground level, with
elevator as direct access to the cabin.
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Bildquellen: The Monorail Society, History in Pictures, FB-Personal Rapid Transit Systems, SkyWay, Skytran, Vectus, Metrino, Swedish
Institute for Transport and Communication Analysis, j-pods, beemcar, SMT, Ottobahn, Morgantown PRT

Sky- Tracks and Stations
Worksheet

Station, at ground level.
The speci ed clearance can largely be retained.
The route in the entrances and exits and in the stations is to be blocked for the exclusive
operation of the railway and other transports (risk of collision).

The tracks are lowered to the stations

The cabins are no wider than a car or a bus. You
can use lowered stations in the street, for
example in the area of parking lanes, similar to a
bus stop.

Station at countryside/ in parks…
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Bildquellen: The Monorail Society, History in Pictures, FB-Personal Rapid Transit Systems, SkyWay, Skytran, Vectus, Metrino,
Swedish Institute for Transport and Communication Analysis, j-pods, beemcar, SMT, Ottobahn, Morgantown PRT

Bildquelle: sunnyhillsneighbourhood

J-Pods-simulation

Cabinentaxi: Station (massive Track)
Bildquelle: Schmunzel-TV

Cabinentaxi: Track in streets (massive Track)
Bildquelle: Schmunzel-TV

From Santa Cruz PRT

Pods and railway
Ingmar J. Andreasson
Centre for Tra c Research, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) Teknikringen 72, 100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Level-0-Station, Graphik von ATRA/PRT-Consulting
Vehicles (pods) are kept in this station.

First page: https://www.wohlfahrt-a-s.de/mora_010_77.pdf
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appendix pages (these pages): https://www.wohlfahrt-a-s.de/mora_010_78.pdf

Worksheet

3.
Concept maps about the system providers
- No claim to completeness! -

Siegfried Wohlfahrt (Autor) Oedinger Straße 32 D 53424 Remagen, Mail: wohlfahrt-si@t-online.de

SkyWay

Single

Double

Inside

Triple
SkyWay already o ers ready-to-use vehicles in many sizes,
for PRT and mass transit. The equipment varies from public
transport standard to luxurious.
The dimensions and type of sca olding are based on the
weight of the vehicles and the load caused by driving.
Passenger transport and goods transport can be combined.
There are test tracks in Minsk and in the United Arab
Emirates.
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Bildquellen: SkyWay

Cago

Bildquellen: SkyWay

SkyTran

SkyTran is developing a PRT with magnetic
levitation (Maglev). This type of drive should be
extremely quiet (no rolling noise) and guarantee
a smooth ride. The design and the features of
the small pods are based on those of
automobiles. However, the two seats are
arranged one behind the other (see graphic).
Pods for accessibility or bicycle transport
would be available in the system.
In simulations, SkyTran shows minimalist and
light-looking sca oldings, the stations should
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Testtracks in California and Texas

Skytran clearly shows how PRT works:

Bildquellen: Skytran,

Single and Double

Standing space in larger vehicles

Su cient space for two bicycles and
their drivers and other passengers.
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Bildquellen: Vectus
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Three comfortable armchairs

Even if Vectus is not a suspension railway, many essential
requirements for the PRT have been met here: Digitally
controlled rail tra c for availability around the clock. The
cabins are su ciently wide (190 cm) for three very
comfortable single armchairs next to each other or (almost)
four standard seats (200 cm). Two bicycles plus their driver
t in one cabin without having to be modi ed. The vehicle
height in the lm (Uppsala) is a bit low, but it has already
been corrected in the projection (picture above right). Vehicle
sizes range from the PRT variant for six passengers to up to
60 passengers in the MT variant.
There is a test track at Uppsala.

Easy and convenient entry
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Vectus

Futran Podcars

Futran Podcars show slender sca olding and
barrier-free pods.
A test track is available.
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Bildquelle: Futran

Ottobahn

Green technology - green mobile sca olding

The cabins for one to two passengers each
should o er a high level of comfort and be
able to be lowered hydraulically at any point
along the route.
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Bildquelle: Ottobahn

J-Pods

J-Pods shows PRT-Simulations

Shop

Solarpowered Podcars

Bilderquelle: J-Pods

Beemcar

Beemcar is designed like a car. There is only one
transport for a maximum of four seated passengers
without intermediate stops. Special pods are available
for transporting bicycles and wheelchairs.

Bildquelle: BeemCar

Metrino

The pods get guided to stations at
ground level.

In this study, the pods are lowered
into the station using a lift.

With this simulation, Metrino describes some
possible uses of PRT:
The route is laid out over an existing transport
corridor, an expressway and a railway line.
PRT as an independent means of transport to
relieve the road and railroad.

Bildquelle: Metrino

SMT

SMT Rail (Smart Mass Transit Rail) develops
routes and large capacity vehicles with
magnetic levitation (Maglev) and magnetic
drive.

The large-capacity vehicles should
accommodate a maximum of 30 passengers.

SMT Rail describes stations at street level
as an inexpensive and safe variant. Glass
walls secure the station and the route.

With SMT Rail it should also be possible to transport freight containers up to a weight
of 10 tons in addition to passenger transport.

Bildquellen: SMT

PORT
PORT - Personal Overhead Rapid Transit
According to the simulation, the adequately
dimensioned pods can be lowered at any point
along the route using ropes and rods. If
necessary, they can also be released from the
system.

Bildquelle: PORT

Swedish Institute for Transport and Communication Analysis

Lowered Station

Pod= Car

Stop positions in a larger station.
The red pod o ers space e.g. for
wheelchairs.

Route distribution with roundabouts

Coupling and uncoupling on long journeys

Lift= Platform
Bildquelle: Swedish Institute for Transport and Communication Analysis

****
First page: https://www.wohlfahrt-a-s.de/mora_010_77.pdf
Appendix (this pages): https://www.wohlfahrt-a-s.de/mora_010_78.pdf
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Sky- Projektseite // Sky- Projectpage: https://www.wohlfahrt-a-s.de/mora_011.html

